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PARTICULARS OF SHAREHOLDER

CORPORATE INFORMATION

Name : TIOMAN GOLDEN TREASURE SDN. BHD.

Last Old Name : TIOMAN GOLDEN TRADING SDN. BHD.

Date of Change : 08-05-2013

Registration No. : 201301003931 (1033772-T)

Incorporation Date : 04-02-2013

Registration Date : Nil

Type : LIMITED BY SHARES

: PRIVATE LIMITED

Status : EXISTING

Registered Address : BOX 269 LOT 4.88, 4TH FLOOR WISMA CENTRAL JALAN AMPANG KUALA LUMPUR WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

Postcode : 50450

Origin : MALAYSIA

Business Address : UNIT 15-2, BINJAI 8 LORONG BINJAI OFF JALAN BINJAI KUALA LUMPUR WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

Postcode : 50450

Nature of Business : GENERAL TRADING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES